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Histograph

Histoｇrapｈ is a kind of bar graph that is included 

in the QC seven tools

Used to check quality data



Histogram

A statistical graph that represents numerical data.

Mass distribution of some material

Terms in Histogram 

①section（class）
②Boundary value

③Section width

④Center value of section

⑤Numbers of section（numbers of bars）
⑥Frequency (data numbers)

⑦Distribution (data variation)
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Things you’ll know in Histogram

Kinds and variation of each section.
What is happening with the standard value and target value

Kinds

Standard

Separate typeRight-skewed

Bimodal

Offset/biase

Even type



Distribution and Standard Value

Check the things below

☑How’s the distribution according to the standard value?

☑Is it away from the center value

☑Is there inappropriate things in variability?

tolerance

Axis length

（ a） everything is

approppriate

Axis length

inappropriateinappropriate

tolerance

(b)has

inappropriate

section



Example of histogram

A company manufactures a product that is like illustrated below. The

diameter is 13±0.5mm. The products that are made will be put in a

box and shipped(50 pieces a box). After measuring the shaft 

diameter…

40

φ13±0.5

Standard 

value

Data chart of diameter（ｍｍ）

13.3 13.2 13.5 14.0 12.6

13.0 12.6 13.0 12.6 12.4

13.5 13.0 13.3 13.3 13.2

13.2 12.4 12.9 13.0 12.7

12.7 12.7 12.9 12.1 13.2

13.2 13.5 13.0 12.7 13.0

14.0 12.1 13.3 12.9 12.9

12.7 13.7 13.5 13.3 13.2

13.0 13.7 13.0 13.2 12.9

13.2 13.2 13.3 12.6 12.9

n=50個



Procedure when creating histogram
We’ll explain on the procedures below

STEP① collect data

Data numbers ｎ＝５０

STEP② Search the maximum and the minimum value

Max value: Xmax＝14.0 Min value: Xmin＝12.1

STEP③ Decide how many sections

Find the square root of the number of sections then make sure to

have an integer value by rounding off.

Number of sections : √ｎ＝√50＝7.07 ⇒ ＝７

STEP④Decide the width of each sections

Make the section width an interval multiple of the unit of

measurement

Width ＝

Measurement unit＝0.1ｍｍ ⇒ section width＝0.3

STEP⑤Decide the boundary value of the section

The first section of the boundary value should be the 1/2 of the unit of

measurement

First section of the lower boundary value＝
Minimum value － 1/2 ｘ unit of measurement ＝ 12.1 － １/2 ｘ
0.1 ＝ 12.05

max & min value 14.0－12.1
＝0.271

Number of sections 7



First section of the upper boundary value＝
First section of the lower boundary value＋section width＝
12.05 + 0.3＝ 12.35

Center value for the 1st section＝
（lower boundary value＋upper boundary value）÷2＝

＝

STEP⑥ Create a Frequency chart 
Count the data numbers for each section then create a

frequency chart

STEP⑦ Make histogram

12.05 + 12.35
＝12.20

2

ＮＯ section Center value Frequency

1 12.05～12.35 12.20 2

2 12.35～12.65 12.50 6

3 12.65～12.95 12.80 11

4 12.95～13.25 13.10 17

5 13.25～13.55 13.40 9

6 13.55～13.85 13.70 3

7 13.85～14.15 14.00 2

TOTAL 50

Don’t leave spaces 
between。
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STEP⑧ Evaluate

Next step for Histogram

Create a pareto graph or a characteristic factor diagram (cause and

effect diagram)
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We can see from this graph that the center is 

almost in the middle and it’s in the standard 

form. The standard value is 13±0.5mm but we 

can tell that the variation is really big.

Let’s analyze the cause of variability 

using [Pareto graph] and [characteristic 

diagram] on the next chapter.
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